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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 26
pages. Original publisher: Washington, DC : MedPAC, 2007 OCLC Number: (OCoLC)187085070 Subject:
Medicare. Excerpt: . . . survey and certification process, and awareness that providing SNF care was
not contributing directly to the hospitals broader goal of providing acute medical care. Financial
Reasons Many hospitals we interviewed cited financial losses because the costs of operating their
SNF units exceeded Medicare payments. While some HB SNF units were not profitable before, the
PPS system exacerbated financial losses. These financial losses stem from two general reasons--the
clinical needs of the patients in the HB SNFs and care patterns associated with being a unit in an
acute care hospital. Many patients in these HB SNFs were medically complex and had high NTA
service costs ( e. g. , IV antibiotic drugs, respiratory therapy ). As noted above, the SNF PPS assumes
that NTA costs are proportional to the case-mix weights for the nursing component. Exceptionally
costly NTA services can greatly exceed expected payment for those services. We also heard from
most respondents that HB SNFs practice patterns were strongly influenced by the parent facility
being an acute care hospital, which...
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ReviewsReviews

This is actually the finest ebook i have got study till now. I actually have go through and that i am sure that i am going to likely to read once again once
again later on. Its been developed in an extremely straightforward way and is particularly simply soon a er i finished reading through this ebook through
which actually modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr s. Ma ybelle O 'Conner-- Mr s. Ma ybelle O 'Conner

This publication is wonderful. it was actually writtern very completely and beneficial. You may like the way the writer compose this publication.
-- Pr of . Aisha  Mosciski PhD-- Pr of . Aisha  Mosciski PhD
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